
EaseUS Tunes Data Recovery Wizard v9.8 for Fast, Smooth and Successful File 

Recovery Process 

 

EaseUS announced the official release of Data Recovery Wizard v9.8 coming up with Black Friday 

& Cyber Monday shopping frenzy. Adjusting analytical algorithm of partitions, speeding up NTFS 

partition deep scanning and user-friendly UI redesign for better experience work as a guarantee 

for rapid, easy and sound recovery results through 9.8 version. 

 

 

 

EaseUS specialized in data recovery, backup and disk management utilities is absorbed in the 

efficiency and effectiveness of flagship product – Data Recovery Wizard v9.8 in data security 

technology. This trouble-shooting data recovery strategy gives rise to the preciseness of tracking 

down and recovering lost files, mission-critical documents or sensitive data with improvement on 

analytics capabilities through adjustment in partition algorithm which can render more hard 

drive partitions traceable to retrieve more lost programs. By in-depth research in partition 

scheme where lost data resides in, EaseUS team lifts the recovery quality to a higher level to 

solve different data loss risks under harsh environment with minimal IT sources.  

 

http://fr.easeus.com/data-recovery-software/


In the point of disk usage quotas and performance, NTFS (New Technology File System) takes 

advantage over other partition file system. Different file systems maintain their own specific 

logical data structures. File recovery process can be briefly described as drive or folder scanning 

to find deleted entries in Master File Table (MFT) then for the particular deleted entry, defining 

clusters chain to be recovered and then copying contents of these clusters to the newly created 

file. The more chances that partition scanning – a checking process of hard drive costs a large 

amount of time may also consume the confidence to get lost data back especially for severely 

damaged data. It conforms that EaseUS v9.8 data recovery tool has cut down NTFS partition deep 

scanning time to an extreme extent to detect lost files in practice. As for RAW recovery, more 

corrupted data can be found exactly.  

 

Unique UI design makes the whole data recovery procedure easier and more convenient in few 

simple steps while comforting users’ anxiety of data loss. Real time log is an access to examine 

recovering progress. For various data loss scenarios, this 9.8 deleted file recovery tool offers a 

clear and effective solution to save lost data at fleeting speed and with security. 

 

Availability: 

 

EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard 9.8 version for Windows available at: 

http://fr.easeus.com/data-recovery-software/ 

About EaseUS Software 

EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users, service providers 

in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition manager on both Windows and Mac 

platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has established itself as a fast-growing international 

company with over 100,000,000 wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit 

http://fr.easeus.com/ 

"EaseUS" is registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd. 
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